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Sunshine Square 
 
A beautiful sunny afternoon on the deck easily inspired this sunshiny square! 

 

Skill: Beginner/Intermediate 
US Terms 
 
Materials: 
A small amount of worsted weight yarn in yellow and blue 
H hook (5.00 mm) 
Yarn needle for weaving in ends. 
 
Gauge: Final square measures approximately 9.5” across.  
 
Stitches: 
Slip Stitch (sl st) 
Chain (ch) 
Single Crochet (sc) 
Double Crochet (dc) 
Treble Crochet 3 Together (tr3tog) - y/o x2, insert hook into first 
stitch, y/o, pull through. y/o, pull through 2 loops, y/o, pull through 2 
loops. Repeat in the next 2 stitches. y/o and pull through all 4 loops 
on the hook.  
Shell - 6 dc into same stitch 

 
Notes:  <> indicates stitches made into a corner space or into a 
single stitch to define a corner space.  
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Round 1: (in yellow) Magic circle. ch 3 (counts as dc). Dc x11 into 
circle. Join and pull tight.  

Round 2: Ch 3 (counts as dc), dc in same stitch. 2dc in each stitch 
around. Join. (24) 

Round 3: Ch 3 (counts as dc), dc in same stitch. dc in the next 
stitch. Repeat *2dc, dc* around. Join. (36) 

Round 4: Ch 3 (doesn’t count as a stitch). Beginning in the same 
stitch, tr3tog. Ch 6. Repeat *tr3tog, ch 6* x11. Join. (12 
points/sun rays) 

Round 5: (change color to blue) Ch 1,7sc in each chain space. 
Join. (84) 

Round 6: Ch 3 (counts as dc), 5 dc in same stitch. Repeat *Skip 2 
stitches, sc, skip 3 stitches, shell.* x2. Skip 2 stitches, <dc, ch 2, 
dc>. [Repeat *Skip 2 stitches, sc, skip 3 stitches, shell.* x3. Skip 2 
stitches, <dc, ch 2, dc>]. Repeat [ ] two more times. Join. (each 
6dc shell will be directly above a point/sun ray) 

Round 7: Sl st to top of dc shell. Ch 1, sc in same stitch. Shell into 
the sc between shells, sc at the top of the next shell, shell into sc 
between shells, sc at the top of the next shell. <3dc, ch 3, 2dc> 
into ch space. Continuing to work at the top of shells and between 
them, repeat *sc, shell, sc, shell, sc, <2dc, ch 3, 3dc>* x3. Join to 
1st sc.  

Round 8: ch 1, sc in same stitch, ch 1 (counts as dc). Dc in next 
17 stitches. <3dc, ch 3, 3dc> in corner ch space. Repeat *dc in 21 
stitches across, <3dc, ch 3, 3dc>* x3. Dc in remaining 3 stitches. 
Join to 1st dc. (27 dc across each side) 

Round 9: ch 1, sc in same stitch, ch 1 (counts as dc). Dc in next 
19 stitches. <3dc, ch 3, 3dc> in corner ch space. Repeat *dc in 27 
stitches across, <3dc, ch 3, 3dc>* x3. Dc in remaining 7 stitches. 
Join. (27 dc across each side) Finish off and sew in ends. 

 

 

 

 

Copyright Jessica L Ryan 2019 

Please do not copy or distribute this pattern without written authorization. 

Completed objects may be sold with proper credit for pattern. 

 

 


